COCKPIT SRS

PowerBox Cockp
Having reviewed PowerBox’s original
Cockpit unit Colin Straus takes a closer look
at the recently introduced Cockpit SRS
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Included as standard is
a Multiplex and Spektrum
Last year I reviewed the original PowerBox
compatible download
Cockpit unit, which has since been installed
capability, displaying the
into my Fei Bao F9F Panther and is operating
full battery information via
flawlessly, controlling the complicated retract
the transmitter whilst in
and door system perfectly, and providing twin
flight, a great safety
battery security in conjunction with two
feature.
Intellect Li-Fe battery packs.
Earlier this year I was lucky enough to meet
What’s New
up with Emmerich and Richard Deutsch of
Of identical size to the
PowerBox and they showed me the new
original Cockpit unit, the
Cockpit SRS, which has all the features of the
Cockpit SRS has no less
existing unit but has been developed to
than twelve separate
operate with receivers utilising a serial
channel outputs, one of
interface, examples being available from
which is dedicated to the
Futaba with their S-Bus range, Spektrum/JR,
sequencer channel. Four of
Multiplex and Jeti. Use of these receivers
the channels output as dual
eliminates the bundle of cables previously
Match
required to link conventional
receivers to the original Cockpit
It also allows channels,
the use of
allowing
unit, only a single lead being
multiple
independent
required from each receiver/
receivers
adjustment of
satellite to the Cockpit SRS.
two servos
It also allows the use of multiple
connected to a single channel,
receivers, with the Cockpit SRS selecting the
whilst a further seven
receiver with the clearest signal, only
channels have a single output
swapping to the second receiver in the event
and the sequencer channel has
that the signal from this receiver becomes
no less than six outputs! Power
clearer, or in the event of a problem with the
to the receiver/s is/are in the
first receiver, enabling the pilot to continue
case of the Futaba receiver
flying without loss of any control function.
two receiver
th SensorSwitch,
used for the review via the
As so much of the new system is identical to
pplied complete wi
su
is
al
S
nu
SR
ma
pit
an
ck
Co
erm
The
glish/G
connecting leads provided with
the original and relatively recently reviewed
a dual language En
adapter leads and
the Cockpit SRS, so only the
Cockpit I will restrict this review to the areas
minimal power requirements for
where the new SRS unit differs. For those that
the receiver/s pass through
missed the earlier review (published in RCJI
these leads and the receiver pins.
number 104 Oct/Nov 2010) the basic functions
required eleven leads for eleven channels. The
The servos being used with the Cockpit SRS
that are common across the two units are as
elimination of such a bundle of leads both
all draw their power from the unit itself,
follows:
simplifies installations and is far more
eliminating these loads from the receiver. The
Twin Batter y: Up to 10 Amp continuous
convenient and easy to maintain.
Cockpit SRS features a 128 x 64 pixel OLED
current through each independent channel, so
A second advantage is that the receivers that
display, which is extremely clear and easy to
a total of 20 Amp with each channel having a
can be used with the SRS unit tend to be both
see, even in bright sunshine, which can be a
20 Amp peak capacity.
smaller and less expensive than the older
significant benefit for reading the data after a
Power Manager: Enables the battery
conventional receivers, for example the new
flight.
chemistry to be set, the battery capacity,
Futaba R6203 S-Bus receiver
has no less than being used with the review
The fairly recent
output voltage and servo frame rate.
twelve separate SRS unit offers eighteen
introduction of receivers with
Tx Settings: Normally accessed only when
channel outputs channel operation in S-Bus
serial interfaces has made the
the unit is first being set-up, this allows the
Cockpit SRS possible, and the
centre points of the transmitter sticks and the
mode yet is a tiny receiver, albeit
benefits of this technology are clear to see
switching point of the sequencer switch to be
with full range, and two can be bought for
when compared to standard receivers that
learnt by the Cockpit.
significantly less than one fourteen channel
have been in use for many years. Firstly, the
Ser vo Matching: Used for the four Match
conventional receiver.
reduction in leads and connections between
channels to set the direction of rotation, centre
Why two? Well this is another advantage of
receiver and SRS unit is quite noticeable, as
point, offset and endpoints of the servos on
the SRS unit as it allows for two receiver
only a single lead is required for the full twelve
these channels.
inputs, so enabling not just twin battery
channel operation, whereas using an older
Sequencer: Accesses and allows setting of
security but twin receiver safety as well! This
conventional receiver with a standard Cockpit
the extremely sophisticated and flexible retract
is also the situation with Multiplex and Jeti
unit would have
and door sequencing program.
receivers. For Spektrum/JR usage at least
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COCKPIT SRS

kpit SRS
Tx-Settings screen enables the operator to
access all the basic required setting screens

Radio system selection screen with the four
transmission options shown

Depending on the receiver type selected this
screen may appear to prompt correct voltage
operation

eiver

three satellites must be connected to the SRS
for it to function, there are in fact four sockets
available in the unit for satellite connection.
It should be noted that although the SRS unit
is designed to work with receivers such as the
Futaba S-Bus type, and as such takes serial
data input, the servo outputs from the SRS are
completely conventional, so all normal
analogue, digital, brushless etc. servos can be
used, specialised S-Bus servos are not
required.

Set Up

Setting up the Cockpit SRS is a simple
operation, made even easier in my case due to
previous experience with the original Cockpit,
and the new features are also very
straightforward to understand and program.
Twin Receiver Functionality: Two receiver
operation option (Futaba, Multiplex or Jeti) or
3-4 satellite operation (Spektrum/JR).
Plugging in the multiple receivers is all that is
required for operation, there is no setting up

required apart from setting the SRS unit for
make of receiver/s being used. Note that
single receiver operation is quite possible,
however with the relatively low cost of modern
receivers it would seem pointless not to take
advantage of the additional safety engendered
by twin/multiple receivers.
Output Mapping: This rather useful
function enables all of the servo output
channels with the exception of the sequencer
to be allocated as required. This allows the
various servo leads to be plugged into the SRS
unit as the installation layout dictates or to
keep the wiring as neat as possible, and then
each output can be assigned to a specific
control function.
Flight Recorder: The SRS unit records a
significant amount of data from the receiver/s,
specifically aerial fades, lost frames and failsafe events across both/all receivers. The
OLED screen of the SRS displays slightly
different data depending on the radio system
being used, for example with Futaba the
display shows lost frames, holds and fail-safe

Output mapping screen, where the servo
outputs can be allocated to the appropriate
channel

Flight recorder screen at switch on, with no
lost frames, holds etc. – operating with Futaba
receiver
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COCKPIT SPECIFICATIONS:
Operating Voltage: 4.0 to 9.0 Volts
Usable Batteries: LiPo 7.4 V
Li-Fe 6.6 V
NiCad/NiMH 6.0 V
Output voltage:

5.9 V or 7.4 V
selectable (7.4 V only
with LiPo batteries)

Signal Frame Rate: 12ms, 15ms, 18ms,
21ms (User Selectable)
Current Drain:

125 mA (Power On –
Cockpit only) 33µa
(Power Off – Cockpit
only)

Max Current:

10 Amp continuous on
each output, 20 Amp
peak

Weight:

115 gram (+15 gram
for SensorSwitch)

Size:

110 x 73 x 20 mm

Example of significant frame loss on receiver 1
and one hold situation

Spektrum flight recorder screen with all four
satellites' data showing

events, whilst with Spektrum it shows aerial
fades, lost frames and holds. Data for both/all
receivers is displayed at the same time on screen,
and this data is analysed and saved at one second
intervals – should the model crash and the
batteries become disconnected from the unit the
data will not be lost and can still be viewed,
possibly assisting any post crash analysis.
I have been delighted with the original
Cockpit unit and this new version is sure to
become incredibly popular, as it offers so

much packed into a single high quality
package. Adding the ability to operate with
receivers using serial interface, twin/multiple
receiver operation, flight data recording and
output mapping as well as the addition of a
twelfth channel should mean that the Cockpit
SRS becomes established as one of the
foremost receiver/battery systems available
today, and should be considered for any
advanced model by all jet flyers, particularly
those flying larger sport or scale jets. 

Super simple single lead connection is all
that is required – shown here with the
tiny Futaba R6203SB 18-channel full range
receiver
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